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ABSTRACT 

RRA - the Reshaped Relational Algebra is equivalent to the traditional Relational 
Algebra (RAJ but has different operators. The motivation for defining this algebra is the 
attempt to construct a convenient, practical intermediate language for translating data
base queries expressed in Natural Language (NL) or in a NL like query language (such 
language is a formal language which uses syntactical and semantical elements of NL, and 
its statements are similar to NL statements expressing the same meaning) over relational 
databases. 

For achieving this goal several basic NL syntactical constructs have been chosen, 
which enable one to define a relational complete and convenient (not too restrictive) sub
set of NL, and for each of them an appropriate RRA operator has been defined. This 
operator computes a relation with tuples which satisfy a (logical) predicate that can take 
the corresponding syntactical form expressed in NL, and hence, the operator gives the se
mantics of the respective syntactical construct. Consequently, the meaning of a complex 
NL sentence which consists of these syntactical constructs is expressed by an RRA expres
sion which consists of corresponding operators. RRA supports a relatively large subset of 
NL which enables one to express convenien tly not only the "usual", simple database 
queries, but also very complex combinations of them, i.e., complex queries. 

Most of the RRA's operators are modifications of the RA's. They have been defined 
in such a way that the translation is straightforward and simple. As such, the RRA is 
useful both in ddining semantics for Natural Language subsets or NL like languages (in 
the database query context), and in implementing efficiently their translators for inter
faces to relational data bases. Though the RRA is defined over the relational model, its 
connection to NL is exposed through the semantic Entity-Relationship data model. This 
fact is essential and due to the semantic flatness of the basic relational model. 

A precise definition of RRA is given and its connection to Natural Language is ex
plained. It is also shown that RRA is equivalent to RA. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The RRA - a Reshaped Relational Algebra ([MR2]' [MRS]) was originally defined as a tool 

for a compact definition of the semantics of ERROL (an Entity Relationship Role Oriented 

Language - see [MRl]' [RCM]) which is an English-like query language over the Entity Relation

ship Model (the ER model or ERM, see [Chel]). In this paper RRA is redefined in order to make 

it useful on a wider range. 

RRA is equivalent to the traditional Relational Algebra (RA; see lUll]' [Pir)), but has 

different operators. The motivation for defining this algebra is the attempt to construct a con

venient, practical intermediate language for translating database queries expressed in Natural 

Language (NL) or in a NL like query language (e.g. ERROL) over relational databases. A NL like 

language is a formal language which uses syntactical and semantical elements of NL, and whose 

statements are similar to NL statements expressing the same meanings. The form of relational 

algebra which is procedural has been chosen to enable a direct interpretation upon relational data

bases. This type of language has been preferred over alternatives like the nonprocedural relational 

(see [UIJ]) and ER ([AC]) calculi, or ER algebras ([Che2], [PS], [CEC]) which tend to be richer in 

operators and hence more complex because of the ER relative internal structural reachness. How

ever, as we shall see, RRA is strongly related to the ERM. 

For achieving the above goal several basic NL syntactical constructs have been chosen, which 

enable one to define a relational complete and convenient (not too restrictive) subset of NL. This 

set is not minimal in the sense that relational completeness can be achieved with less syntactical 

constructs (see [Raz)). For each of them an appropriate RRA operator has been defined. This 

operator computes a relation with tuples which satisfy a (logical) predicate that can take the 

corresponding syntactical form expressed in NL, and hence, the operator gives the semantics of the 

respective syntactical construct. Consequently, the meaning of a complex NL sentence which con

sists of these syntactical constructs is expressed by an RRA expression which consists of 

corresponding operators. RRA supports a relatively simple but reach enough subset of NL which 
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enables to express conveniently the "usual", simple database querIes (for example see [Ull]) , and 

also very complex combinations of them, i.e., complex queries. 

The approach presented here to handle NL queries is differen t from other approaches in two 

main aspects. 

The first is related to the fine structure of NL, which is taken into account in all the traditional 

approaches and current implementations (e.g. [BF], [BLT], [BMS], [Dam], [Eps], [Gro], [Kap], 

[Har], [HSSS], [Leh]' [TT], [Wall]' [Walt]). In those approaches each specific NL construct is 

translated/interpreted individually. In our approach each of the chosen NL syntactical constructs 

is actually a quite large (equivalence) class of fine structure NL constructs. Any realization of a 

special case in a class represents a database fact that can be phrased in many NL variations 

(within the class), which may differ considerably or just a little bit. All these variations have the 

same meaning and are translated to the same RRA operation. RRA, hence, can be used together 

with various types of NL processors (see [BF]). A translation to RRA involves a mapping from the 

fine struct ure constructs to the appropriate classes which indicate the RRA operations. This 

approach simplifies the semantic modules needed and can provide a uniform semantic layer on 

which various types of NL processors can be used. Hence, implementations can range from very 

simple NL subsets to relatively large and sophisticated ones. Th1s quite surprising statement 1S 

supported by the fact that the information types in a given database are determined by the data

base scheme and their number is limited. No complex NL statement can do more than manipulate 

these limited types. This job can also be done by RRA. If it is desired to use some exotic NL con

structs which cannot be translated to a single RRA operation two solutions are possible. One is to 

rephrase the construct in term of others which have such a translation. The other is to define new 

RRA operators. 

The second aspect is related to the vocabulary used. RRA is basically intended to be used with a 

restricted vocabulary per database, based solely on terminology which appear in the database 

schema (see details later). This restrictive approach pays in potential simplicity and portability 

among databases (applications) of the systems based on it. This kind of restriction can be 
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eliminated, of course, by supporting subsystems, which may be costly. 

Most of the RRA's operators are modifications of the RA's. They have been defined in such 

way that the translation from NL is straightforward and simple. As such, the RRA is useful both 

in defining semantics for Natural Language subsets or languages alike, and in implementing 

efficiently their translators for interfaces to relational databases. Since RRA is equivalent to RA its 

operators can be expressed by RA's operators, which implies that RA as well can be used for the 

same purpose. This is of course true, however, in such case each syntactical NL construct should 

be translated to (sometimes very complex) RA expression rather than a single RRA operator. 

Since the basic elements of NL are its syntactical constructs, it is worthwhile dealing with opera

tors which give their semantics. It is more convenient from both the theory and implementation 

points of view. If it is preferred to use RA rather than RRA for this purpose (sometimes RA is 

available in relational database systems) this work may be found useful in defining the RA expres

sions which are equivalent to RRA operators. 

Though the RRA is defined over the relational model its connection to NL is exposed 

through the semantic Entity-Relationship data model. This fact is essential and due to the seman

tic flatness of the relational model ( However, RRA is a relational algebra, not an ER algebra). 

The correspondence to Natural Language carried by the RRA is exposed when we use distinct rela

tions to describe both entity (object) sets and relationship (association) sets (this form of relational 

representation is not actually necessary provided that there is an appropriate mapping from the 

relational representation to such form - see [MMR]; intuitively it means that the relational scheme 

represents an ER scheme). An advantage is taken of the fact that database relationships can be 

described usually by "simple" sentences (see [Bill) which can be combined to complex sentences 

using NL mechanisms (syn tactical constructs). A "closed world rr ([Rei]) is also assumed for the 

way negation is implemented. 

Part 2 of the paper gives a formal definition of the RRA and Part 3 discusses the linguistic 

aspect of the DB information. In Part 4 the connection to Natural Language is explained and 
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demonstrated. Part 5 shows the equivalence of RA and RRA, and Part 6 gives some conclusions. 

Appendix 1 presents some properties of the newly defined NOT operator, and examples which 

demonstrate the utilization of RRA in the ERROL System (see [IR]) appear in Appendix 2. 
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2.	 RRA - A RESHAPED RELATIONAL ALGEBRA 

This section gIves the RRA operators' definitions. The definitions are gIVen together with 

explanations of what the operators compute within the relational context, independently of the 

way they are used for NL translation. With this respect the definitions may seem arbitrary. They 

get their justification in section 4, where the connection to NL constructs is explored. 

RRA is equivalent to RA and has similar operators. Some of its operators are almost identi 

cal to those of the RA and some of them can be viewed as extensions of RA operators (see [Pir]). 

The main difference lies in an implicit join operation embedded in binary operations (This embed

ded join is due to NL references - see below, Section 4.9). This embedded join is executed whenever 

the operands have identical attributes. Another difference is the fact that attributes which appear 

in operands of an RRA operation and take place in comparisons do not appear in the resulting 

relation. This eliminates the necessity in projection operations upon non database relations (inter

mediate relations in calculating RRA expressions; see section 4.10). A different operator is the 

NOT (complement) operator which expresses NL's negation when no universal quantifier is 

involved (when a universal quantifier appears, the generalized division also takes care of negation). 

This operator enables RRA to express RA's subtraction. Operators which extend the scope of the 

traditional RA are the AGGREGATE FUNCTION operators which can be viewed as both RRA's 

and RA's. 

In what follows a first order logic is used to define the RRA operators. The usual precedence 

of logic operators is used to save unnecessary parentheses. The formulas given in section 5.2 may 

be helpful for understanding the operators' meanings in the relational theoretic context. 

2.1	 NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 

A relation consists of a name, structure and value. 

Notation: S(R), V(R) are the structure and value, respectively, of a relation with the name R. 

Let A I ,A 2 , ••• ,A" be the attribute names of R and DAI,DA~,... ,DA. be their corresponding 
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domains (a domain is any set of objects of the same type). 

Let also 

Then, R is denoted also as R (A). 

def 

S(R) = {x: Dx! x E A} = {Ai: DAil i=1...n}
 

(x:Dx is a pair consists of an attribute name and a domain).
 

def 

V(R) = {t: A --; U Dxl 
x E A 

t (a t1tuple") is a total function over A, which maps each x E A to an element in D }x 

(here f: A --; B stands for a function f from domain A to range B). 

In the following sections the RRA operations are defined. The result relation of any operation will 

be denoted R', 5', V' for name, structure and value respectively. 

2.2 RENAMING 

The (unary) renaming operator replaces attribute names in a relation with others. This operation 

is needed since some operators are sensitive to the fact that operands may have identical attribute 

names (i.e. they give different results with and without different names). 

Let R = R(A). 

B = {B 1 ,B2 , ••• B n } be a set of attribute names. 

M: A -> B such that M(A;} = Bi, i=1,2, ... , n. 

Then 

R' = renameM(R).
 

5' = S(R') = {M(x):Dxl x E A} = {B,:DAii i=l, ... n}.
 

V' = V(R') = {t':M(A) --; U Dxl (:3 t E V(R))(V x E A)(t'(M(x)) = t(x))}.
 
x E A 
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2.3 PROJECTION 

The (unary) projection operator takes the restrictions of tuples in a relation on a common partial 

domain of attribute names. 

Let H = H(A). 

A' c A. 

Then 

H' = H [A '] or R' = projectA '(H). 

S' = S(H') = {x: Dzi x E A'}. 

V' = V(H') = {t': A' ----> U Dzi (:3 t E V(H))(V x E A ')(t'(x) = t(x))}. 
z EA' 

2.4 SELECTION 

The (unary) selection operator picks from a relation tuples which map a specific attribute name to 

a specific value. This specific attribute does not appear in the resulting tuples. 

Let H = H(A U {a}) 

a t A 

c = const. 

Then 

where B E {=, 'I, <, >, :S;, ~ }
 

S' = S(R') = {x: Dzi x E A}
 

V'= V(R')={t':A----> U Dz I(:3 t E V(R))I(t'=t[A] A t(a)Bc)}
 
z E A 

where t [A] is the restriction of t on the domain (domain of a function) A. 
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2.5 PRODUCT (NATURAL JOIN, CARTESIAN PRODUCT, INTERSECTION) 

The (binary) product operator creates a relation with tuples produced each from one tuple of each 

operand. A resulting tuple has all the attribute names of the two operands and all the values of 

the two tuples producing it. A resulting tuple is produced only if the two producing tuples (of the 

same resulting tuple) have identical values for identical attribute names (the embedded natural 

join) . 

where A, B, C disjoint.
 

Then
 

S' = S(R') = S(R 1 ) U S(R 2 ) = {x: D.I x E A U B U C} 

V'=V(R')={t':AUBUC-> U D.I 
• E AUBUC 

where t'[A '] is the restriction of t' on the domain (domain of a function) A' c AUBUC. 

REMARKS: 

1) This operation is equivalent to the regular Relational Algebra natural join over B. 

2) If B = 0, it reduces to the regular Cartesian Product. 

3) If A = C = 0, it reduces to the regular Intersection. 

2.6 BORDERED UNION or OR 

The (binary) bordered umon operator extends the umon operation for non union-compatible 

operands. From each tuple of one operand (the source tuple) the operation produces tuples with 

the same values for the same attributes together with all possible combinations of values suggested 

by the other operand on attribute names which appear in the other operand, but not in the 
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operand of the source tuple. Tuples of both operands take the role of a source tuple. 

where A, B, C are disjoint. 

Then 

S' = S(W) = S(RJl U S(R 2 ) = {x: D,I x E A U B U C}
 

V' = V(R ') = {t ': A U B U C ---> u Dxl (::3 t l E V(RdH::3 t 2 E V(R 2 ))
 

'E AUBUC 

REMARK: If A = C = 0, the operator reduces to the regular union. 

2.7 ATTRIBUTE JOIN or 8- JOIN 

The (binary) attribute-join operator produces tuples each of which consists of one tuple from each 

operand such that a certain comparison relation 8 exists between values of two specific attribute 

names, one of the first operand and the second of the other operand. These two attribute names do 

not appear in the resulting relation. In addition the two tuples producing a resulting tuple should 

have the same values for common attribute names (the embedded natural join). 

where A, B, C are disjoint. 

have elements of the same type.Dal , Da2 

Then 

R' = R I join R 2 
alDa 2 

where 8 E {=, "I, <, >, (, ~} 

S' = S(R') = {x: D,I x E AUBUC} 
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V' = V(R') = {t': AUBUC -> U D.I (:J t) E V(RdH:J t 2 E V(R 2 ))
 

<E AUBUC
 

REMARK: If E = 0, the operator reduces to the regular O-Join (except the elimination of aj, a2 

from the result). 

2.8 SET-JOIN or GENERALIZED DIVISION 

The (binary) set-join operator produces tuples each of which consists of the restrictions (" por_ 

tions") of two tuples, one for each operand. Two such restrictions of tuples are matched to pro

duce a result tuple if each of them appears in its relation together with a set of restrictions (by the 

complement set of attribute names) which has a 0 set-comparison relation with a similar set of res

trictions for the restriction of the other operand's tuple. In addition the two tuples should agree on 

the values of common attribute names (the embedded natural join). 

where A, E, C, D j , D 2 are disjoint and
 

there exists a bijection (one-to-one, on mapping) f
 

such that f(xd = X2, Xj E D j , X2 E D2 if and only if 

D.
1

, D•• have elements of the same type. 

Then 

R' = R j set-joinR 2 where 0 E {=, =I,::J, C, P, It} 
D)bb. 

S' = S(R') = {x: D./ x E AUEUC}
 

V' = V(R') = {t': AUBUC -> U D./
 
• E AUBUC 
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where selectA'=t[A,](R(A)), A' c A stands for repeated 

selectz=t(z) of R (A) over every x E A'. 

REMARK: If B = 0, the operator reduces to the regular generalized division (except the elimina

tion of the attribute names in D1 , D2 from the resulting relation). 

2.9 COMPLEMENT or NOT 

The (unary) complement operator produces all the tuples in the Cartesian Product of a given set of 

unary relations over attribute names of the operand (considered parameters) which do not appear 

in the projection of the operand over the attribute names of the above relations. 

Let R = R(A), Rz = Rz({x}) and A' c A.
 

Then
 

R' = not{R.1 z EA'} (R)
 

S' = S(R') = {x: Dzi x E A'}
 

V' = V(R') = {t': A'---> U D,/
 
z E A' 

(\I x E A')(:3 t, E V(R))(t'(x) = tAx)) 1\ t' t V(R[A '])} 

See some properties of the NOT operator in Appendix 1. 

2.10 AGGREGATE FUNCTION (AF) 

Every (unary) aggregate function operator has as a parameter an attribute name (a) of the 

operand. For each restriction, by all attribute names except the operand, of an operand's tuple, 

there is a set of the parameter's values which appear in tuples with the same restriction. Applying 

the appropriate AF to this set (provided the parameter's type matches the AF) we get a value (v) 

for a new attribute name (AF_a). The above restriction together with the pair (AF_a,v) are a 
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tuple in the resulting relation (remember that a tuple is a function). AF can be SUM which gives 

the sum of set elements; COUNT - for the number of elements in the set; MAX - for the maximal 

elemen t in the set. etc. 

Let R = R(AU{a}), a l' A 

where AF E {SUM, COUNT, MAX, MIN. .. } 

Then 

S' = S(R ') = {x: Dzi x E A' = AU{AF_a}} 

V'= V(R')={t':A'-> U Dzl(~ tf V(R))(t'[A]=t[A] !I 
z E A' 

t'(AF~a) = AF(V((selectA=tIAI(R))[aJ)))}. 

REMARK: When AF = SUM, the "select" and "project" in the above expressIOn should be 

modified; their results are multisets rather than. sets (repeated values are not eliminated). 
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3.	 THE LINGUISTIC ASPECT OF INFORMATION IN THE DATABASE 

It is common among DB designers to describe a database on its conceptual level using Entity 

(Object) - Relationship (association) Diagrams (ERDs ,[ Che1]) which can be viewed as a kind of 

semantic networks ([BF]) used for knowledge representation. Informally, an ERD is a graph with 

three types of nodes:
 

1) Entity sets. 2) Relationship sets. 3) Attributes.
 

The above sets consist of elements of the same type (with the same attributes). The arcs connect 

entity sets with appropriate attribu tes and relationship sets, and also relationship sets with their 

attributes. An example of an ERD appears in Fig. 1. The notion of an ERD can be extended 

beyond what is demonstrated here to capture more of the real world's semantics. However, even 

with its simple version the necessary ideas can be presented, and the linguistic aspect does not 

change for extended models (e.g. models with ISA relationships and weak entities). 

3.1 SCHEMA DESCRIPTION - THE SURFACE SENTENCES 

A relationship between entities can usually be described by a simple sentence with an entity 

as the subject part, the other entities participating in the relationship as objects and a predicate 

part which usually induces the relationship's name. 

For example, a member in the relationship set SUPPL Y can be described by the sentence 

SUPPLIER SUPPLIES ITEM to DEPARTMENT. or 

DEPARTMEl\'T IS SUPPLIED by SUPPLIER with ITEM. 

Thds4 sentences can be considered as a representation of a logical predicate which has a "true" value 

if and only if three specific entities (a SUPPLIER, an ITEM and a DEPARTMENT) assigned to it 

participate in the relationship SUPPLY. 

If the relationship has attributes, they may be combined in the sentence: 

SUPPLIER STOCKS QUANTITY of ITEM. 
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The association between an entity and its attribute may be expressed as 

SUPPLIER HAS NAME. .. or SUPPLIER IS NAMED...
 

NAME OF SUPPLIER... or SUPPLIER's NAME. ..
 

The above constructs can also be combined in NL sentences representing logical predicates which 

are "true" for and only for appropriate values assigned from the database (the value is "false" for 

an assignment which does not appear in the database). The simple sentences that can be derived 

from the ERD (sentences which describe the ERD) will be referred to as the "surface sentences". 

3.2	 QUERIES AND OTHER DATA MANIPULATIONS 

A NL query usually starts with a list, the "request list", of database objects to be retrieved 

(it includes object identifications) followed by a specification of the objects. The specification part 

can be viewed as a logical predicate. For example, let us examine the following query: 

Get NAME OF DEPARTMENT and NAME OF SUPPLIER such that
 

this DEPARTMENT IS SUPPLIED BY this SUPPLIER WITH (any) ITEM COLORED RED.
 

The list part consists of NAME OF DEPARTMENT, NAME OF SUPPLIER and the predicate 

part is what follows. The occurrences of the word "this" in the query connect in this example 

objects in the predicate with objects in the request list (a reference). The predicate part, being a 

specification of database facts, is a compound NL sentence which can be constructed from the sur

face sentences using NL syntactical constructs. The meaning of the query can be viewed as a rela

tion which consists of pairs of names, one of a department and the other of a supplier. For each 

such pair the predicate part has a "true" value with regard to the database used, i.e. each depart

ment, whose name appears in such a pair, is supplied by the supplier, whose name appears in the 

same pair, with some red item. A possible way to compute the above (result) relation is to com

pute an intermediate relation which includes identifiers of entities that satisfy the predicate, i.e. 

triplets of department, supplier and item. RRA has been designed to compute conveniently such 

intermediate relations representing NL predicates. The correspondence between the NL syntactical 
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constructs and RRA operations enables an automatic translation of NL predicates to RRA expres

sion over a relational representation of the database. 

The same predicates can be used also for specifying other types of database manipulations, 

like entity and relationship update and deletion, and relationship insertion (see [RCM]). For exam

ple, 

CHANGE TO "BLUE" COLOR OF ITEMS THAT HAVE COLOR "RED" 

The predicate part here is: 

ITEMS THAT HAVE COLOR "RED" 

Hence, RRA can also support other types of database manipulations: The predicate translation 

identifies entities and relationships, and then the appropriate operation is performed. 

i. 
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DEPARTHE:IT r-----<: REQUEST 

Fig. 1
 

The rectangular boxes represent entity sets;
 

diamonds - relationship sets; round boxes - attributes.
 

DEPARTMENT = DEPARTMENT(No,NAME,FLOOR); key=No. 

ITEM = ITEM(Nq, NAME, COLOR, TYPE); key=No. 

SUPPLIER = SUPPLIER(No,NAME,LOCALITY); key=No. 

REQUEST = REQUEST(DEPARTMENT-key,ITEM-key, QUANTITY) 

STOCK = STOCK(ITEM-key,SUPPLIER-key, QUANTITY) 

SUPPLY = SUPPL Y(ITEM-key, SUPPLIER-key,DEPARTMENT-key, QUANTITY,PRICE) 

Fig. 2 

The relations representing the ERD in Fig. 1. 
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4. THE RRA OPERATORS AS MEANING OF NATURAL LANGUAGE CON

STRUCTS 

In this section it is demonstrated how a NL sentence, being considered as a logic predicate, is 

translated to an appropriate RRA operation computing a relation with tuples that satisfy the 

above predicate. Actually, the RRA operators presented in section 2 should be considered as the 

formal semantics of the NL constructs presented in what follows (only while the NL constructs are 

being considered as predicates in the context of database queries). There is no way to prove 

correctness of the definitions, unless based on some other formal semantics. The justification of the 

given definitions can be achieved by an empirical validation of the formulas. One can easily check 

that a RRA operation computes a relation with tuples satisfying the corresponding NL predicate. 

Assuming that the semantics is correct for individual constructs, the correctness for complex sen

tences can be proved using induction over the number of RRA operations. 

The correspondence between Natural Language and RRA is exposed when entity sets and 

relationship sets in an ERD are expressed as relations in the most straightforward way: 

For each entity set there is a relation whose attributes are those of the entities in the set. 

For each relationship there is a relation whose attributes are those of the relationships in the set, 

augmented with the key attributes in all the entity sets associated by the relationship. key attri

butes are such that given their values, an entity is uniquely specified. 

In addition to the functional dependencies implied by the keys, also inclusion dependencies are 

induced by the ERD, since the key set of an entity set contains all its occurrences in relationships 

involving this entity set. 

The relational representation of the ERD of Fig. 1 appears in Fig. 2. If the DB relations do not 

have the above shape, it can sometimes (intuitively, if inherently the DB bears the information 

about the entities and the relationships. See [MMR]) be mapped into this form using RRA (or RA) 

operations. We shall not go into the conversion problem, and assume that the DB relations are in 

the desired form. 
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In what follows the Natural Language analogies of the RRA operations are gIven. As has 

, 

I'	 been mentioned earlier, several classes of NL syntactic constructs are presented. Each construct 

combines NL sentences to form a more complex sentence, or modifies another NL sentence to a new 

form. In the following examples the constructs are applied to surface sentences, which are 

represented by database relations. The resulting NL sentence is, hence, represented by an RRA 

operation applied to the appropriate database relations. However, the constructs should not 

applied solely to surface sentences. They can be applied repeatedly to complex sentences to form 

more complex ones (as explained below in section 4.10). 

The potential surface sentences, which are the basic elements for our NL subset are simple 

sentences with a subject, (linguistic) predicate and objects. Either the present or the present con

tinuous tenses are used. This definition covers a large class of NL constructs not to be detailed here 

(For details of the NL combinations see [Win]). Also no formal definition (e.g. a grammar) of the 

NL constructs which match the RRA operators is given here. Any attempt to make it formal will 

make it either restrictive or very complicated to follow, and hence missing the purpose of this 

description. We leave the formal definitions of NL constructs for specific implementations. How

ever, we believe that the following descriptions and examples make the issue very clear. 

It should be noted that the PROJECT operator is intended to be used upon a database rela

tion whenever this relation is needed as an operand in a RRA operation. The PROJECT operation 

extracts from a database relation the required attributes only. The RRA operators are designed in 

such a way that no additional projections are needed (when a result of an operation is used as an 

operand) during the computation of a predicate. However, in the following examples which 

explain the RRA operators' meanings the database relations (rather than their projections) are 

used (and hence the resulting relations also have unnecessary attributes). The use of the PRO

JECT operation is demonstrated in section 4.10 where a complex NL sentence (predicate) is 

translated to RRA. Section 4.11 explains how to use a predicate's translation to RRA for comput

ing an answer of a NL query, or for a database manipulation described in NL. 
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4.1	 RELATIVIZATION AND THE NATURAL JOIN (PRODUCT) OPERATION 

We consider relativization as concatenating two sentences in such way that the last object 

part of the first sentence is the subject of the second. There is a possibility of a relative pronoun 

addition. For example: 

SUPPLIER STOCKS AN ITEM WHICH IS REQUESTED BY A DEPARTMENT. 

IS a combinaLion of SUPPLIER STOCKS AN ITEM and ITEM IS REQUESTED BY A 

DEPARTMENT. 

The meaning of the combined sentence is given by the RRA expression 

STOCK*REQUEST. 

where 

STOCK=STOCK(SUPPLIERJey, ITEM_key, ... ) 

REQUEST=REQUEST(ITEMJey, DEPARTMENT_key, ... ) 

Each tuple in the resulting relation includes keys of a supplier, an item and a department such 

that the supplier really stocks this item, and this item is really requested by this department. The 

embedded join in the product operation takes care that each tuple is constructed by tuples in 

STOCK and REQUEST which match on the ITEM's key. 

4.2 RESTRICTION BY A CONSTANT AND THE SELECT OPERATION 

A restriction by a constant is a construct where objects are characterized by comparing one 

of their attributes with a certain specific value (constant). 

For example 

The DEPARTMENT HAS THE NAME (EQUALS TO) "engineering". or 

The ITEM HAS A TYPE WHICH IS GREATER THAN (» 3. or
 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS A QUA\TTITY OF ITEMS WHICH IS SMALLER THAN 7.
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The meanings are given by the following three expressions respectively: 

se!ectNAME=ENGINEERING(DEPARTMENT).
 

se!ect TYPE>3 (ITEM).
 

se!ectQUANTITY <7 (STOCK).
 

4.3 RESTRICTION BY A VARIABLE AND THE B-join OPERATION 

Restriction can appear also as a comparison of an attribute with an attribute (the same or a 

different one; of another entity or of the same one). 

For example 

The EMPLOYEE HAS A NAME WHICH IS EQUAL TO A NAME OF SUPPLIER. or 

The ITEM HAS TYPE GREATER THAN A FLOOR OF A DEPARTMENT. 

The meaning is given by the following expressions respectively: 

EMPLOYEE Jam SUPPLIER. 
EMPLOYEE.NAME=SUPPLIER.NAME
 

ITEM joz'n DEPARTMENT.
 
TYP};> FL OOR 

4.4 COORDINATION 

Coordination means connecting sentences which have a common subject by using the logical 

connectives "and", "or" as conjunctions. 

4.4.1	 OR COORDINATION AND THE BORDERED UNION 

For example 

The ITEM IS STOCKED BY A SUPPLIER OR REQUESTED BY A DEPARTMENT. 

which its meaning is given by 

STOCK or REQUEST 
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The resulting relation includes tuplb with keys of SUPPLIER, ITEM, DEPARTMENT such 

that either the item is stocked by the supplier or the item is requested by the department. If ITEM 

IS stocked by SUPPLIER the combination ITEM, SUPPLIER appears with all the values of 

DEPARTMENT in REQUEST. Similarly, if ITEM is requested by DEPARTMENT, the combina

tion ITEM, DEPARTMENT appears with all the values of SUPPLIER in STOCK. 

4.4.2 AND COORDINATION AND THE BORDERED INTERSECTION (PRO

DUCT) 

In the case of AND coordination the PRODUCT operator which reduces to BORDERED 

INTERSECTION gives the right meaning. For example, if in the example of section 4.4.1 we 

replace the OR by an AND, the appropriate RRA expression is 

STOCK * REQUEST 

which gives all tuples with ITEM, SUPPLIER, DEPARTMENT such that ITEM is both stocked 

by SUPPLIER and requested by DEPARTMENT. 

4.5 NEGATION AND THE NOT (COMPLEMENT) OPERATION 

When the word IINOTII appears in a sentence the meaning of the sentence turns to its logical 

complement. Assuming that the DB includes true facts and what is not included is not true (The 

closed world assumption [Rei]), the complement operator enables us to compute the opposite 

meaning of a sentence. 

As we have seen, the meaning of 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS AN ITEM 

is given by the relation STOCK. In STOCK all the facts about IIwho ll stocks IIwhat" are kept. The 

meaning of the opposite sentence 

The SUPPLIER DOES NOT STOCK AN ITEM. 

is all the relevant pairs of "who" and "what" which do not appear in STOCK. This is accepted 
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by the following expression: 

not{SUPPLIER ISUPPLIER -k,yJ,!TEMIITEM-k,y]} (STOCK). 

REMARK: When a NL expression is a combination of negation and coordination it can be con

verted using the De-Morgan formulas. This property is induced on the RRA for the NOT, BOR

DERED UNION and BORDERED INTERSECTION (see Appendix 1). 

4.6 SET COMPARISON, UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIERS AND THE SET JOIN 

(GENERALIZED DIVISION) 

Set comparison is not "natural" in NL, but is equivalent to universal quantifiers like II all II , 

"at least", "more than" etc., which appear frequently. The sentence 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS ALL THE ITEMS 

can also be phrased as 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS A SET OF ITEMS WHICH CONTAINS THE SET OF (all) ITEMS 

The operation which gives all the suppliers satisfying this sentence is the SET-JOIN 

STOCK set - join ITEM 
STOCK.ITEM-k,y:JITEM.ITEM-k,y 

Suppose now that we want to check which supplier stocks all the items that any other sup

plier supplies. Such supplier can be characterized as follows: 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS A SET OF ITEMS WHICH CONTAINS 

THE SET OF ITEMS SUPPLIED BY A (any) SUPPLIER 

The operation which gives all the suppliers satisfying this sentence is again the SET-JOIN: 

STOCK set - Jom SUPPLY
 
STOCK.ITEM-k,y :JSUPPL Y.ITEM-k'y
 

A special case of this construct is the following: 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS ALL THE ITEMS THAT HE (the same supplier) SUPPLIES 

or 

The SUPPLIER STOCKS A SET ITEMS WHICH CONTAINS 
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THE SET OF ITEMS SUPPLIED BY HIM (same supplier) 

Such a supplier is characterized by a similar RRA expression, but now the same SUPPLIER-key 

attributes should appear in both STOCK and SUPPLY. As a consequence the embedded join is 

activated and the division is automatically followed by a selection of tuples such that the first and 

the last supplier are the same. This issue called referencing is explained in Section 4.9. 

4.7 AGGREGATE FUNCTIONS AND THE AF OPERATORS 

Aggregate functions (AF) are related to operations performed on sets. In NL their names 

appear as common nouns like SlHvl, NUMBER OF (COUNT), MINIMUM, MAXIMUM, AVER

AGE, etc. with a well defined meaning. AFs may also appear as adjectives (e.g MINIMAL, LARG

EST, SECOND LARGEST) 

For example: 

The SUPPLIER IS SUPPLYING A NUMBER (COUNT) OF ITEMS... 

(The three dots mean that usually there is a continuation of such construct, e.g., 

the SUPPLIER IS SUPPLYING A NUMBER OF ITEMS WHICH IS GREATER THAN 100.) 

or 

The MINIMAL QUANTITY OF (any) ITEM STOCKED BY (any) SUPPLIER... 

or 

The DEPARTMENT REQUESTS A SUM OF QUANTITIES OF ITEMS ... 

The respective AF operations are 

co UNTTTEM-k,y( SUPPLY) 

MINQUANTTTy(STOCK) 

SUMQUANTTTy(REQUEST) 
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4.8 SUMMARY OF BASIC CONSTRUCTS 

The meanings of NL constructs expressed by respective RRA operations are summarized in 

the following table. 

Examples NATURAL LANGUAGE (Syntax) RRA (Semantics) 

.. .ITEM HAVING 
COLOR = "RED" 

Restriction by a constant Select 

8- join (parameters: 
=, i=, >, <, :?, () 

Product (reduces to 
Natural-join) 

Product (reduces to lll

tersection) 

Bordered union (Or) 

Complement (Not) 

Set-join (Generalized 
division; parameters: 
=, i=, ,:J, c,j, rf-) 
AF: sum, mIn, max, 
count 

.. .ITEM HAVING 
COLOR = COLOR OF 
ITEM... 

.. .ITEM REQUESTED 
BY DEPARTMENT 
MANAGED BY EM
PLOYEE... 

...DEPARTMENT RE
QUESTING ITEM... 
AND MANAGED BY 
EMPLOYEE. .. 

Restriction by a variable 

Relativization 

AND coordination 

...DEPARTMENT EM
PLOYING EMPLOY
EE. .. OR HAVING LO
CALITY... 

...DEPARTMENT 
NOT REQUESTING ... 

OR coordination 

Negation 

...SET ITEM CON
T AINS SET ITEM... 

...SUM QUANTITY... 

Set comparison (Universal Quantifiers) 

Aggregate function 

The RRA RENAME and PROJECT do not have matching NL constructs within our 

correspondence, but they are necessary: the first one to modify attribute names not taking part in 

an embedded join (see Section 4.9); the second - to drop unnecessary attributes from relations tak

ing part in an RRA expression. 
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4.9 THE REFERENCE AND THE EMBEDDED JOIN 

Referencing is common in NL and means referring to an element mentioned in the text. It 

appears as personal or demonstrative pronouns (e.g. via expressions like "the same", "the above", 

"that", "him", etc). 

For example, 

The DEPARTMENT REQUESTS ITEM WHICH IS SUPPLYED TO IT. 

"to IT" means referring to the same department mentioned at the beginning of the sentence. 

Computing tuples which satisfy such sentence as a predicate, is equivalent to computing 

tuples which satisfy the following predicate: 

The DEPARTMENT REQUESTS ITEM WHICH IS SUPPLIED TO (any) DEPARTMENT. 

and then selecting only the tuples where the two departments' values are the same. 

The RRA was designed to take care of references automatically. It is done by a natural join 

operation embedded in the RRA's operators (see definitions in Part 2). All that should be done is 

to rename with the same name the entities' IDs involved in referencing. Since the embedded join 

is	 automatically performed on attributes with the same names, the desired result is achieved. 

The RRA expression for the example above is the .following: 

REQUEST*SUPPLY 

where 

REQUEST=REQUEST(DEPARTMENT-key,ITEM-key, ) 

SUPPLY=SUPPLY(ITEM-key, ... ,DEPARTMENT-key, ) 

and the product operation reduces to a natural join over DEPARTMENT-key and ITEM-key. 

Hence, the resulting relation consists of tuples such that each of them has a DEPARTMENT and 

an ITEM (IDs), where DEPARTMENT both requests ITEM and is supplied with ITEM (See 

example 2 in Appendix 2). 
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4.10	 CONSTRUCTING RRA EXPRESSIONS FOR COMPLEX SENTENCES 

The basic constructs presented in the previous sections can be combined to form complex 

sentences. Such combination induces an RRA expression which consists of respective RRA opera

tors and gives the correct meaning of the complex sentence. 

For example 

DEPARTMENT REQUESTS ITEM WHICH IS NOT STOCKED BY (any) SUPPLIER 

OR HAS A RED COLOR. 

This sentence consists of the following basic constructs: 

1) "Department requests item which ... " (relativization) 

2) "Item is not stocked by (any) supplier" (negation) 

3) "Item has a red color". (restriction) 

4) "Item which ... or ... " (coordination)
 

The matching operations are PRODUCT, NOT, SELECT, OR respectively.
 

Scanning the sentence appropriate attributes are picked to participate In the computation and
 

being renamed:
 

DEPARTMENT-key..;:. Xo
 

ITEM-key -> Xl
 

SUPPLIER-key -> X2 (this attribute can be omitted if not referenced)
 

COLOR
 

The sentence induces a partial order among the operations: the NOT and SELECT precede the
 

OR, and the OR precedes the PRODUCT. Any execution order which obeys the above partial
 

order results in a correct computation.
 

Hence, the overall RRA expression is defined by the following sequence of operations (not includ


ing the renaming):
 

t 1 = REQUEST[xo,xr] (DEPARTMENT REQUESTS ITEM)
 

t 2 = STOCK[xr] {ITEM IS STOCKED (BY SUPPLIER) )
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(ITEM HAS A COLOR) 

(See example 1 in the Appendix). 

4.11	 QUERIES AND DATABASE MANIPULATIONS 

Till now we have dealt with computing relations which represent predicates. Such relations 

consist of tuples of appropriate entity-keys. Phrasing a query, we are usually interested in values 

of additional, or different attributes connected with the entities which appear in the predicate (see 

section 3.2). For computing the query answer the relation which represents the predicate should be 

joined (using PRODUCT) over entity keys with all the database relations' projections which are 

derived from the request list. Such a projection consists of attributes which appear in the request 

list together with their entity key (keys, in case of a relationship's attribute). an additional project 

operation may be needed if not all the entity keys in the predicate are requested in the list. 

Also other manipulations can be carried out using the predicate part as an instrument for 

identifying entities or relationships (finding values of keys) to be modified. 

In the example of section 3.2, 

CHANGE TO "BLUE" THE COLOR OF ITEMS THAT HAVE COLOR "RED" 

the predicate part identifies the items to be modified, and for each the appropriate modification is 

carried out. 

The appropriate operation is identified by the first part of the sentence. There is only a small 

number of basic database operation types (e.g. INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, QUERY) and all of 

them can be easily identified by a relatively small vocabulary. 
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5. THE EQUIVALENCE OF RA AND RRA 

The equivalence is implied by expressing each RA operator using RRA and vice versa. 

5.1 The RA Operators Expressed by the RRA's 

A com pJete set (not minimal) of RA operators is the following ([Ull]): 

1. renaming 

2. selection 

3. projection 

4. Cartesian product (x) 

5. union (u) 

6. intersection (n) 

7. difference (-) 

For a precise definition of RA operators see [Pir]. All the operators except the difference can be
 

easily expressed by the RRA operators.
 

The definition of the difference is the following:
 

Let R 1 = R 1 (A), R z = R z (A) be two (union-compatible) relations and let R' be their difference:
 

then 

S' = S(R') = {x: D.I x E A}
 

V' = {t': A---. U D"I (:J t E V(Rd)(t' = t 1\ t t V(R z))}
 
"EA 

Expressing it using RRA we get: 

Lemma 1: 
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5.2 Expressing the RRA Operators by the RA's 

The RRA renaming, projection, selection, product and 8-join are identical or very similar to 

their matching RA's. The expressions for the bordered union, the generalized division and the not 

operator appear in the following lemmas: 

LeIllIlla 2: 

then 

LeIllIlla 3: 

and 

then 

(See [Pir] for generalized division without embedded natural join.) 

2. R I set - join R 2 == R 2 set- join R I 
DieD. D"J:>D I 

LeIllIlla 4:
 

Let R = R (A), R z = Rz (x), x EA' c A.
 

Then
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not{R I'EA,}(R) = x R,-R[A l 
< 'E A' 

REMARK: The above lemmas' proofs follow directly from the definitions. 
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6.	 CONCLUSION 

The RRA was presented and redefined, and its strong connection to some basic NL con

structs through the ERM was demonstrated. As such, the RRA is a convenient tool for defining 

the semantics of certain relatively large NL subsets or NL like languages, based on the above con

structs, while being used as query languages over relational databases. This kind of semantics 

enables a direct and relatively simple implementation of such query languages. The usage of RRA 

is not limited to any specific type of syntactical analysis. Any language processor which enables 

one to identify the mentioned basic NL constructs can be used efficiently with RRA. In conclusion, 

RRA provides a compact, uniform and consistent framework for implementing such query 

languages. Since RA and RRA are equivalent as was shown, these languages have the potential to 

be Codd-complete (if defined properly) with the aggregate functions' additional power. 

The ideas presented here have been developed and tested during the ERROL project. 

ERROL (an Entity Relationship Role Oriented Language) is an English like language. It is an 

unam biguous database language which employs special cases of all the NL constructs presented in 

part 4. The project has been focused on user interfaces to relational databases based on ERROL 

([Alp],[Coh],[IR]). ERROL is being extended with more cases of the same general NL constructs 

while the same RRA is used for translating the additional cases. The definition of ERROL is 

beyond the scope of this article, however, some examples which demonstrate the utilization of 

RRA in the ERROL System appear in Appendix 2. 
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APPENDIX 1 

The Relational Algebraic Operator NOT 

This appendix presents some properties of the NOT operator. The proofs of lemmas are 

trivial and are not given here. Since the operator has a set theoretic flavor, some of its properties 

are conveniently demonstrated graphically, while n-tuples are represented as n-dimensional space 

points. 

BASIC PROPERTIES 

By Lemma 4 in section 5.2 the following holds true: 

not{R I, E A'} (R) = x R,-R [A 'J. 
%1 % E A ~ 

when	 R = R(A), R, = R,(x), x E A' c A. 

A graphical interpretation of this is given in Fig. 1. 

R=R(x,y, ... ) A 

R,=R.(x) 

R~=R~(y) 

RlJ 

1 

Fig. 1 
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,Nota tions: 

1. In what follows the notation not stands for not{R.1 % E A'} . 

2. When attribuoe names are specified the notation R (x, y, ... ) is used instead of R ({ x, y, ... }). 

Note that the NOT operator implies a projection over A '. Hence, it commutes with projec

tion, and any explicit projection over any A" :J A' involved with it can be eliminated: 

Lenuna 1: 

Let A :J A" :J A'. Then 

not(R) == not(R [A' ']) ==( not(R) )[A "] . 

Applying twice the same NOT operator to a relation R does not return R in the general case: 

LeIllIlla 2: 

not(not(R) ) == ( x R%) n R[A ']. 
% EA' 

However, of course, 

Corollary 1:
 

If X R% :J R[A '] then
 
% E A' 

not( not(R) ) == R [A l
 

and R is returned if and only if A ' = A.
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DE-MORGAN LAWS FOR THE NOT OPERATOR 

The De-Morgan laws for the NOT operator are the following: 

Lemma 3: 

Then 

and 

The first law is demonstrated in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4 
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Within RRA De-Morgan laws take the following form: 

LeIllIlla 4:
 

Let A' = BUCUD
 

and R r = Rr(BUC), R z = R z( CUD).
 

Then
 

not(R r or R z) == not(Rr) ,; not(Rz) 

and 

For example, as a result of Corollary 1 (Remember the inclusion dependencies of the ERM; 

see part 4 in the paper) and Lemma 4, under the defined semantics, the following sentence: 

ITEM WHICH IS NOT RED AND WHICH IS SUPPLIED BY SUPPLIER TO A DEPART

MENT. 

is the negation of the sentence:
 

ITEM WHICH IS RED OR WHICH IS NOT SUPPLIED BY SUPPLIER TO A DEPARTMENT.
 

The meanings of the sentences are given by the following two expressions respectively:
 

(not{ITEM[k<~J}(selectCOLOR=RED(ITEM)) ) ,; (SUPPLY[ITEM-key])
 

and
 

(selectcoLOR=RED(ITEM) )[ITEM-key]or (not{ITEMlk<~J}(SUPPLY))
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EXPRESSING SUBTRACTION USING THE NOT OPERATOR 

The relational subtraction operation can be expressed using the NOT operator, as stated in 

Lemma 1 of section 5.1. A special case of that lemma is the following: 

Lemma 5:
 

Let R1 = R 1 (A), R 2 = RdA) be two (union-compatible) relations. Then·
 

R 1-R 2 == not{Rll%II%EA}(Rln R 2 ) nRI ==
 

== not{Rll'II' E A}( not(not(RtlUnot( R 2) ) U not[R1))
 

Lemma 5 is demonstrated in Fig. 5. 

R 1 = Rdx, y) 

R 2 =R2 (x,y) 

R,[y J { 

1---t--+~----..c=:...---1--J.-

Fig. 5 
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APPENDIX 2 

Examples of Compiling ERROL to RRA 

The RRA plays a fundamental role in the ERROL System (ERROL - an Entity Relationship 

Role Oriented Language - [Mar], [MRl]' [RCM], [IR]), which is an Entity-Relationship DBMS built 

upon a relational database. ERROL is an English-like query language which uses special cases of 

all the basic syntactical constructs described in Part 4 of the paper (no description of ERROL is 

given here). Every (complex) ERROL query is composed of the basic constructs and translated 

through a syntax directed process in to an RRA expression, which is represented as a sequence of 

RRA operations. 

The usage of RRA is demonstrated through a translation of three ERROL queries. For each 

example the compiler output is displayed. The ERROL to RRA compiler output consists of 

(1)	 a sequence of RRA operations. The first parameter in each operation is the result relation 

(tJ The other parameters are the operands, and comparison symbols with attribute names 

(the elements being compared) when needed. 

(2)	 a renaming table (see "correlation symbols"). Entity (key) and Attribute names are 

renamed (x;) according to the order of appearance in the query. The reason for the sys

tematic renaming is avoiding undesired implicit Natural Join on attributes with a common 

name (see section 4.9). 

(3)	 a table of the projected relations (see "operational scheme"). The only RRA operations 

performed directly upon database relations are projections. All other operations are per

formed upon temporary relations (tJ The table shows the (renamed) attribute names for 

each projection. 

Also the entire computation of the result is displayed for the two first queries. 
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REMARKS: 

(1)	 Example 1 corresponds to the example of section 4.10. 

(2)	 In Example 2 the referencing mechanism is demonstrated (same example as in section 4.9). 

ERROL uses a compact "referencing symbol", (x), to indicate a referencing. The embedded 

join is activated by assig"ning to both occurrences of "department" the same attribute name 

(3)	 Example 3 involves all the syntactical constructs, and hence, all the RRA operators appear 

in the translation" 

The query in the example is the following: 

"Get departments which are located in a floor lower than the floor of any department 

which requests more than 20 items, or are not supplied by any supplier named Tom, and 

request (each of them) all red items". 

This query becomes unambiguous if we decide that the logical connectives' precedence is 

"not", "and" and "or". However this is not sufficient in ERROL phrasing, and we need 

also parentheses. 



---------------------------

-------------------------

EXAMPLE 

> get department requesting item that is not stocked by sUpplier 
> or has color-'lred'i 
> /c+ 

••• *** ••••••••• ** COMPILER OUTPUT ** •••••••••• ***** 

Tho Rf1QlIonco or opnr:ttorn : 

project(t2 ,stock)
 
not(t3,t2)
 
project(t4 ,item)
 
select (t5 ,t4 ,x3 , "red" ,.)
 
or (t 6 , t 3 , t 5)
 
project(tl ,request)
 
product(t7 ,t6 ,tl)
 
print_in(t7 ,nil)
 

The correl~tion symbols 

c_symbol 
-------

org_name 
---------

c_cQunter 
--------

op_raf 
-

xO 
xl 
x3 

department 
item 
color 

2 
3 
J 

0 
0 
J 

The operational scheme: 

relid counter c_syrnbols 
--------

tl 1 xO xl 
t2 1 xl 
t4 1 xl x3 

> Ix+ 

stock relationship 

Isno lino Iquantityl 
'__'__1 I 
I 1 I I 
1111111123451 11 
1111111123461 11 
1111111123471 11 
1222221123451 11 
1222221123461 11 
1222221123471 11 
1333331123451 21 
1333331123461 21 
1__1__1_- I 

t2 relation 

IXl 
I 1 
1123451 
1123461 
1123471 
1 I 

t3 relation 

Ixl 
I 
I 

item entity 

Ilno Inamn Icolor 
1 .1 I 
1 I 1 
1123451auto Ired 
1123461bolt Iblue 
1123471screw Igreen 
1 I 1 

t4 relation 

IXl 1X3 
1__1 
11234 5 I""rcced-.--- 
1123461blua 
1123471 green 
I 1 _ 

t5 r"l~tlon 

Ixl I 
'__I 
1123451 
I I 

t 6 relation 

Ixl I 
1__1 
1123451 
I I 

request relationship 

Idno lino IquantitYI 
1__1__1 I 
I I I 1 
1111111123451 51 
1111111123461 51 
1222221123451 51 
1222221123461 51 
1333331123451 51 
1333331123461 51 
1__1__1 I 

tl relation 

1xO I xl I 
1__1__1 

1111111123451 
1111111123461 
1222221123451 
1222221123461 
1333331123451 
1333331123461 
I 1 1 

Itypnl 
1 1 
I 1 
IA I 
IA 1 
IB I 
I 1 

t7 relation 

IxO I 
I I 
1111111 
122222\ 
1333331 
I I 

t7 relation 

I department I 
I I 
111111 1 
122222 I 
133333 I 
1 1 

..t.
VJ 



-------- ---------- --------- -

. EXAMPLE 

> oet department (x) requestino item supplied to department (x) 
> Ict 

*****~*********** COMPILER OUTPUT ***************** 

The sequence of operators : 

project (t2 ,supply) 
project (tl ,request) 
product(t3 ,t2 ,t1) 
print_in(t3 ,nil) 

The correlation symbols 

c_symbo1 oro_name c_counter op_ref 

xO department 3 a 
xl item, 2 a 

The operational scheme : 

relid counter c_symbo1s 

t1 1 xO xl
 
t2 1 xl xO
 

> Ixt 
supply relationship 

Isno lino Idno !quantitYlpricel 
I__!__'__I I 1
 
! 1 1 I I I
 
1333 331123451222221 21~\ 
/333331123451333331 21 1001
 
133333112346122222\ 21 1001
 
1333331123461333331 21 1001
 
1__1__1__1 1 I
 

t2 relation 

1xl 1xO I
 
I I 1 
1123451"222221
 
112345133333/
 
112 3461222221
 
1123461333331
 
I 1 I 

request relationship 

Idno lino Iquantity!

1__1__1 I
 
I I I 1
 
1111111123451 51
 
111111\123461 51
 
1222221123451 51
 
/222221123461 51
 
1333331123451 51
 
1333331123461 51
 
1__1__1 I
 

t 1 relation 

I xO I xl 1
 
1 1 I
 
1111111123451
 
1111111123461
 
1222221123451
 
122222112346!
 
1333331123451
 
1333331123461
 
I I 1 

t3 relation 

IxO
 
I I
 
1222221
 
1333331
 
1 1
 

t3 relation 

I department! 
I I
 
122222 1
 
133333 1
 
1 I 

~ 

....r:



-------------------------

------------------------

---------

; • L~' • 

E:XA11PLE: 3 

> qet department (havinq floor < floor of department requestinq 
> count item > 20 
> or not supplied by supplier havinq name - "tom" 
> and requestinq set item contains set item 
> havinq color-"red")
> /c+ 

••••••••••••••••• COMPILER OUTPUT ••••••••••••••••• 

The sequence of operators : 

project(t4 ,request)
 
count(t5 ,t4 ,1'.5 ,1'.4)
 
select (t6 ,t5 ,1'.5 ,20 ,»
 
project(t3 ,department)
 
product(t7 ,t6 ,t3)
 
project(t2 ,dFpartment)
 
t join(t8 ,t2 ,t7 ,xl ,1'.2 ,<)
 
project (tlO ,supplier)
 
select (tll ,tlO ,x7 ,lItom li ,_)
 

project(t9 ,supply)
 
product(tl2 ,tll ,t9)
 
not (tl3 ,tl2)
 
project(t15 ,Item)
 
soloct (t16 , t15 ,xl0 , "r~dU ,M)
 
project(t14 ,requost)
 
divide (t17 , tl4 ,t16 ,1'.8 ,1'.9 ,contains)
 
product(t18 ,t13 ,t17)
 
or(tl9 ,t8 ,tlB)
 
print_in(t19 ,nil)
 

The correlation symbols 

c_symbol orQ_name c_counter op_ref
-------- ---------. ---_ .. _-- ... 
1'.0 department 4 1
 
xl floor 1 1
 
1'.2 floor 1 1
 
1'.3 department 2 1
 
1'.4 item 1 1
 
1'.5 cnt item 1 1
 
1'.6 supplier 2 0
 
x" nn.mo 1 1
 
xB item 1 I
 
1'.9 item
 1 1
 
1'.10 color 1 2
 

The operational scheme : 

relid counter c_symbols 

t2 1 1'.0 xl
 
t3 1 1'.2 1'.3
 
t4 1 1'.3 1'.4
 
t9 1 1'.0 1'.6
 
tlO 1 1'.6 1'.7
 
tl4 1 1'.0 xB
 
t15 1 1'.9 1'.10 

> /1'. 

t19 relation 

Idepartmentl 
I I 
IIllll I 
122222 I 
133333 I 
I I 

..t:
Ot 


